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APPENDIX C

ACCOMPANYING THE CH,ART OF THE NUCLIDES
REVISED 1969 BY DR, NORMAN E. HOLDEN AND F. WILL/AM WALKER
KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY, SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

INTRODUCTION
The earliest discussion of the atomIC hypothesis is

attributed to the ancient Gref·k philosophers who
speculated about the mVS[Pllf'S of natur(', In the
fifth century B,C. Democntus believf·d that ele,
mentary substances (earth. """U'r, fire, and air)
were formed hv fl1lnllte lndividu,J! pilrtic!ps cali eel
atoms. ThIs vague phJi'sThu';'! speculntion was
gIven reality when John Dalton. between i803 and
1808, showerl how 'ktermi'H' the we1f',hts of dif
ferent atOtl1S reJati\/c t;\ O!lt' ;~rlothe:--_

In 1816. \ViJli"m Prout ("Oil,Ved (based on the
few atomIC weights known) that ill, atomic weIghts
were whole numbers and rnultlpics of the
atomic weight of hydrogen. He t that all
clements might he huilt up 10'" hydrr;p,cn. His
concept lost favu! when eh'UH'l'lS ,uch as chlorine
v¥'cre dC'R!li~el\ Sh;_iVv'I) en [-::! n;lrllll?egef atorrjlC
weights.

PERIODIC PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTS
In 1869, Dmllfl Mend puhlished a shurt

note on the perIodic 1'''['.i.WlIl 1 " chemical ele
ments. He arranged th,,~ "),,",.'nts :n fOW'! :H cording
to the magnitude of thpH (;terni,' beginning
with the smalles~ W" E!pmpnls rhelt iJppeared
in the S;:!nP vert ic;;' ""[Ul" \1 shuv,"',l ,{ rcmarkable
sllmlaLty III their Cflcm;cii! prOlwrtlC'l. lVlcndeleev
hypothesL!ed thilt dL'VI.':lCHlS fl')'1 ,he expectcd
periodiCIty were due to d, P "n<l . failure to discover
sc,me element', in llC1tU'" 1\" l "riietf'd the proper
ties of K'lPiurn. sC8ndlUrn. un'; '!nw rWlIIJ, which
were subsequently '.('(;Vl" "d PicifS )f elements
(for example. JIlck,,] iH! cobalt that did not fit
the periodic properties of their columns were in
terchanged so that ,ClCy wunlt! correspond. He
argued that the atorC!lC v" mCISUfements for
these ",lernen\'; mW'l In h'IOr. It IS now known
that the a!or"il' numh!,r ('iF'e paf'" 2). r;ltlwr than
the atofllIC '''"''1'',111. ], t hI' c!'rr"ct h;lSIS for the
periodicity in the chCII),l'.11 properties of the ele
ments. By coincidence, thF lIst of elements orclered
by atomic \velght uSLlailv :igfl'es WIth the list
ordered by atomic num!Ju, except for the few
cases observed by MendF!cev.

NEW PHENOMENA
Toward the end'f thl' 11meteenth century. the

successes in chemIstry. together I-Illh rhos" of classi
cal mechanics and e].'ctn'm ;lgnel i,' tlwory, con
vinced some indl'ndui;l' that ,1'ls5\C:J1 physics WclS

a "closed book" and that workers in the field would
henceforth merely advance existing knowledge to
the next decimal place. This attitude changed in
1895 when Wilhelm Roentgen discovered X-rays
and in 1896 when A. Henri Becquerel discovered
natural radioactivity. Since such phenomena could
not be explained by existing theories of matter, they
created great interest.

In 1902, Ernest Rutherford and Frederick
Soddy, in their theory of radioactive disintegration,
proposed that radioactivity involves changes oc
curring within the atom. Their view met strong op
position because it was considered contrary to the
estabiished view on the permanency of the atom.

EARLY MODELS OF ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Early experiments in the investigation of atomic

structure disclosed three different types of radio
activity. called alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
Alpha rays were found to be positively charged
helium ions; beta rays were found to be negatively
charged electrons: and gamma rays were high
energy t,lectromagnetic waves. In a magnetic
field, the alpha rays were deflected in one direction,
t hr' bl'1il rays deflected in the opposite direction,
nne! tbe gamma rays not deflected at all.

The discovery of radioactivity and Sir Joseph
Thomson's proof of the independent existence of
t he electron were the starting points for theories of
atomic structure. Thomson proposed one of the first
models of the atOIn. His "plum pudding" model of
internal structure depicted the atom as a homo
gem'ous sphere of positive electric fluid (the pud-

) in which were imbedded the negatively
charged electrons (the plums). In this model the
negatively charged electrons, which repel each
otlwr and which are attracted to the positive
charge, assume certmn stable positions inside the
;,tc,m. If the electron distribution is disturbed by
:lfl external forn" e.g .. the violent collisions between
:JtO!llS Il1 a hot gas, the electrons vibrate about
their equihlJrlum positions and emit electromag
netic radiation.

The homogeneous-atom concept was proved in
correct when Rutherford performed a series of
experiments with a beam of high-speed alpha par
t Ieles fIred at a very thm metal foil. Most of the
alpha particles passed straight through the foil
or were scattered or deflected only slightly from
theJ! original paths. A small percentage of alpha
particles were significantly deflected, however, with
some alphas reversing their directions.
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The Thotn<;on mod .. \. III \'.'I",h tlw po';itlve
ch;lrgf' 'I:;'S u111forlllly dl\trl!Jl.ll"d tllr()lq"lwut the
atom, would ,wv"r permit" <;uffwlt'nt1\' hrgf' con,
c,>ntrritio!1 of this charge In 'HI" It:\!,lon \0 afff'ct the
alpha p;lrticks "lgndicll1tlv, Ruthprford thought
that "it (th" ('xpl'nn1l'nt,t! result) was ahout as
cred\bl~ as If you h;l<l fired a IS-inch "hell at a
pii~n' of ti<;Sllf' p;rper alld it C<HlW h:lck ;md hit you,"

To f'xpbin th,'<;(> results, Ruthuford postulated
that the atom dops not consist of ;1 uniform sphen'
of positive d"ctrification, hut that the positIve
charge is concentrated in ;] small region called tlw
nucleus, at the centlc'r of the atom, In his dvnamic
planetary model, the nucleus plays the role of the
sun and the electrons correspond to individual
planets of the solar system revolving about the
sun. This model, along with the clilssical physical
laws of electricity and mech;mics, provided an
adequate explanation of tlw alpha particle's scatter
ing, Subsequent experiments performed on seven
different scattering materials and at different alpha
energies verified Rutherford's theory,

Electromagnetic theory demands that an os
cillating or revolving f'1ectric ch8rge emIt electro
magnetic waves, Such emission results in the loss
of energy by the emitting particle, Applied to
Rutherford's electrons. this energy loss would cause
a steady contrClctlOn of the system since the
electrons would spiral into the centml nucleus as
their rotational energy W,IS disslpilted, This process
would occur very rapidly and would directly con
tradict the perm;ment existence of ntoms, Also, if
the radiation pattern produc'l'd hy the atom were
related to the energy racii;\ted hv Its moving elec
tron, this radiant energy would be changmg with
the radius of curvature oj the electron's path, The
pattern would consIst of ;\ c"nt1l1UOUS range of
wavelengths lflS\<';;O of the welldt'fin"d dIscrete
wavelengths thnt arc ch;;r'lCteristlc of e;;ell element,

BOHR ATOM
Since the known stabilIty of atomIC systems

could not be reconcrled With cl;;SSIC,11 prrnclples of
mechanics and electrodyn8mics. Niels Bohr in I q 13
reasoned that classical physics laws must be wrong
when applied to the motion of the electron in the
atom, Max Planck reve,t!ed an essential IU11itation
in the theories of CLISSIC,tl physICS Ifl 1901 when he
Il1troduced the concept of dlSCft'l" amounts of
energy (the energv quantum) in his quantum
theon' of hent r'l<ll:ll1<JTl. AlheIt Elnsl,'1!1 h;ld ap
plied this conc"pt to hl',ht In IOU:::;. wh,'n ill'\e
scnlwd the photoel,'drlc' .. ,f"CI The qUilntum
theory stilt"s th;lt "I"ctr"lll,lgTl<'tw Llth:ltl'>:l (of
which light is OIlC' furm) TllU,t ill' ,mitt,-d 01 ;lh~

sorbf'd in integr;l! TlIultlples of these I'll"rgy' qu:mta,
Bohr coupled Ruth"rfclrd's '1IOili WillI t-tlt' qu,mt\lJ1l
theory to prorluCl' hIS qU:/fltUtll theory' of atomIC
structure.

Sincf' a ])()dy th;il <;plil', ;d)out it, uwn ;1'ClS or
revolves I!1 ;lfl orhlt ;J!,()ut :I n'ntr;d PUlllt pOSse'''!'';
angular mOll1entum, Buhr :Issurnerl th:lt the (,1",'
tron's <lngular momentull1 was restr1<'ten to C<'rl:llfl

values (he quanti/eel tilt' ;lllgul:lr momentum),
ERch of the restriCl('rl \'alUf's, whIch WdS d,'snd",d
by a prinCipal quantum !lumher. n, w"uld sp""lfv
a partIcular CIrcular orbIt. An atonllC svstenl, "llosl'
electrons were in gIven orbits, would not ermt
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ell,etruTI ';ll',iWtlC r:\Cl 1;11 I' l!; ('ven though the particles
Wf'f'(' ;It'Cc'!t-r,l1n TIll' ".. hoi<, :lturn WRS saId to be
l!l :I stdt1<>11a,\ ',LIt,' Such :In ;1"lJfllption is con
tral y to classlcdl elf'ctrodvnamlcs as mentioned
I':lrlier, Electromagnetic radIatIon would be emitted
or ahsorhf'd on)\, whell an electron ch;lIlged from
one allow ...cl orhlt to another allowed orhit. The
el1('I;:'\ diffelf'IIl'" h<'\\\c','n the two stat.,s would be
f'111lttec! or ahsorbed 111 the form of a single quan
tum of r;ldi,mt c'lwrgy. producing a radiation pat
tern of a definite frequency'" related to the energy
E hy the relation E h" already postulated by
Planck and Einstein,

QUANTUM NUMBERS
The quantum theory was further refined in 1916

when Arnold Sommerfeld Il1troduced an azimuthal
quantum number. I. where 1 n -- 1, which per
mitted discrctt' elliptical or))]ts for electrons, in
addition to the CIrcular orbits, This change per
lnttted the Bohr model to account for detailed
structure in the pattern of radiation emitted by
hydrogen and other atoms, To account for the
change in the emitted r8diation pattern when an
atom is exposed to a magnetic field, a magnetic
quantum number m (with permitted integral
values from ~- 1 to 1 was added. This quantum
number designates different projections of the
possible circular or "lliptical orbits along the mag
netic field direction in span', Finally, a spin quan
tum number for the electron was postulated by
Samuel Goudsmit and George Uhlenbeck to ac
count for the close grouping of two or more spec
tral lin,'s, An electro!l was considered to have an
angul:ir momentum about its own axis: in mechan
i,';]l t,'rI11O'. this motIon c;m be thought of 8S spin,
In ;( lT1;(~~T1f'tIC tielcL th,' spin nXlS cnn have two
din'dwns [f'!:Jtlve to the field,

The orbits III which the (')ectrons move can be
described by spt'cifymg a set of these four quantum
numbers, AI! dectrC>fIS WIth principal quantum
Ilumher n 1 arc' lfl the 1rllWrrnost orbit, called the
K slwlt. All electrons WIth n 2 fall into a second
L~rOllp. called the L shell The total number of elec
(f()ns in ;1 shell IS !1Il1lted hv the various possible
,'''nlhl11dtioI1S of the othtT three quantum numbers.
When an ele('\rOI1 shell is filled, the atom is in a
"t;dlle contiguriltlon (the nohle gas configuration)
and do,'s lW\ ('asi!y llnd,'l'(!,o chemical reactions, If
only one or two ,·lel'trons :Ire in the last unfilled
"ht,]!. It is r"l;ltl\,-1\' ";IS,,' fOI the ,ltom to lose these
,'l,'ctl'ons to ;l!loth,'r iltom whose last unfilled shell
Ira, Ollt' Clr tWCl \',j(',lnCI('S, TIlt' first of these two
Itoms l)('I'OI11l'S [Jo,;cll\'('!y c1wrged (because of the

IIISS "f "I"I'trons); Ihe s,'cond hecomes negatively
ch,lrged (h,'ciluse of the g;llfl of electrons), These
iltums Cil!l now ,lttr;3ct c'ach uther and form a cor11
I'"unc! (Ionic bonding),

The p"f!udlcity or repetItive structure of the
Menr!"!c't'''' chart IS nClw understood to he due to
tli,' nlllTlher of C'1"ctron'; in the atom, In a neutral
,,(urn the numher of cl"c'trclllS is balanced by the
,'qual llllrnlH'r Clf ['rotons (!l\'c!rogen nuclei with a
pOSItIVI' ch;lrgc 'md if lllilSS of about 1836 electron
mas,,'s) in t)lt' lIu<']..-us of the ,Hum, Note that the
:It''rrltC numlwr ,J ;11', t'lenit'nt is equal to the num
h"r pi unit [)o-'ltl\'e charges c;]rripo hy the nucleus
;\nd IS not the same as the atomIC weight. In 1913,



Henry G. J. Moseley d,~termtned the magnitude of
the nuc1e;!r charge hy comparmg thl' charactl'ristlc
X-ray w;l\:eIengths of elements. Identific8tion of
the atomic number of an elernt'l1t fro III its high
frequency spectrum provlcled Cl rule for fitting
newly discovered elements into vac3nt plClces on
the Mendeleev chart.

In 1923, Louis DeBroglie postulated that, in an
alogy with light having both a wave and a particle
nature, matter should have a wave as well as a
particle nature. The wavelength that he predicted
for a particle was inversely propol·t ional to the par
tlc1es' momentum. Clinton]. Davisson and Lester
H. Germer experimented with the scattering of elec
trons from a crystal. They showed that electrons
rlrfinitely had wave pro]wrties with a wavelength
corresponding to the v;due predicted by DeBmglie.

Tlw medlRl1lcal picture offered for the claSSIfi
cation of statlonary states of atoms by the Bohr
theory, ,md its subsequent modifi,ation. was handi
Glpped by its reliance on lllany ad hoc postulates
and by an inability to explaIn the intensities of
radiation patterns pmitted by atoms. A new ne
parture was provided 111 I q26 hv Erwin Schril
dinger's estnhlishllJent of wave-flwchanics,* in
which stationary states Hre conceived as proper
solutions of a i~mdamentdJ "lave e(juation. In ad
vanced theories, the nlech;HiJc:J! models are no
longer used.

ISOTOPES
Experimental investigatlOns '1' ntJf'lear physics

began to requne spf'Clalizpd ;n~trUlllents. One of
the first of thes(> 1l1strunJpnt" WilS the mass spectro..
graph developed hv Fr;;['cls Vi A, ,I'"1 to mf'8SUre
the relative mass of th,< :lL";\5 ,>1 :If] element. This
device directed positi'if' ie'lis ;1 n ionized (elec
trically charged) teas at a phologrdphlC plate. The
Ions were deflected hv ekct ric iI/Hi rn:wnetic fields,
working at right angles, so that :111 particles having
the same mass were brought to a focus at a fine
line. Heavier ions, having more inertia. were de
flected less thar. were thf' h:hter lOllS

With the use of the mass spect rOt;raph, it was
discovered that some ("henncal pj"ments have two
or more componenb, each with Ih own mass.
Natural chlorine, whosf' at om 'C wpight is fractional
(about 35.5) nroduced tViO i! I1"'; on the photo
graphlc platt' corresponding to mnsses vt'ry close
to 35 and 37. No particle was f()un(~ with a frac
tional mass (with1I1 the experimental error). Com
ponents of the same hernica! eletJlent with dif
ferent mass numbers are called isotopes. Most ek
ments in their n:l!ur81 st8tC consist of two or more
Isotopes, although 20 elements havt' only ()/1f' lS0

tope: for example. alUtJllrlll1l1, cuh:dt, :llld gold.
Modifying Prout's hypothesis, Aston p'roposed the
whole-number rule which sUlks that all ,ltOlllic
masses are close to integers il!l(! that fr:!cl;ol1al
atomic wf'ights ;]IT clue to the pres,'nee nf two or
mort' isotopes. each uf whICh h:1S :m a!,prOXltJl,lti'1y
integral value. On the car hon 12 ,;,';]le nuw used,
where the atomIC weIght of carhon 12 is eX;lctlv I..'
units, <111 other Isotopes h;I\'(' :1101111(' weIghts cluse
to integers.

of W,\\','t'-rncchaflics I:'; eqUl\i.tlt->l1f r th, 'tLdrl:'( fllcci),'UlIC'i

dCVP!<'l){"I! hv' \V/'frH'r HC1Sf'r1h.'rf_~ \'1 1 I)~
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With the problem of fractional atomic weights
solved. ph\"SIClsts at first helieved that nuclei con
Sisted of l'lt'ct IOns and protons. A nucleus with an
atomic number Z and an atomic mass A would con
sist of A protons. to account for the total mass, and
A mums Z electrons to balance the excess positive
charge of the protons. This view of the structure of
the nucleus was altered in 1932 when James Chad
wick discovered the neutron. This particle has no
electric charge and has approximately the same
mass as the proton.

It is now beheved that neutral atoms consist of
N neutrons, Z protons, and Z orbital electrons, with
AN; Z. Isotopes are nuclides with the same
Z but dIfferent N. For example, natural hydrogen
consIsts almost entirely of atoms that contain one
proton and one electron. However, a small amount
(about 0.015 percent) of deuterium (heavy hydro
gen) is present in nature; deuterium consists of one
proton, one neut ron, and one electron. In general,
the situation becomes more complex as the heavier
elements are encountered. Natural tin, which has
atomic number 50, consists of 10 isotopes of
masses 1I 2, 114, 115, 116, 117. 118, 119, 120,
122, and 124. Thesp isotopes differ from one an
other because, although each has 50 protons and
50 electrons. each contains a different number of
neutrons (rafJgin[~ from 62 to 74).

The nucleus is held together by attractive forces
between the neut rons and protons. These attractive
forces arc not completely understood, but it is
Known that they must be strong enough to over
come the electrostat ic repulsion between the pro
tons. Because of this repulsion, however, the ratio
of neutrons to plotons increases for stable isotopes
as the atomic number increases. Among light ele
ments in IwtUlt\ Ihere is approximately one proton
for every neutron. Among heavy stable isotopes, for
every t\\'O protons there are approximately three
neut rons.

As previously mentioned, Aston found that the
atomIc m;lsses were approximately integers. More
accurate measurements indicate that the total
mass of a nucleus is always less than the sum of
the proton and neutron masses of which the nu
cleus is composed. In 1905, Einstein had shown
that mass, m, W;lS ;mother form of energy, E, ex
pressed by hiS rel<Jtlonship E IT1Cc, where c is
the veloclt\! of I1gh!. The lllass deficiency of the
flllcleus )s expressee! .IS Ihe nuclear binding energy,
The binding energy represents the amount of
('nngv reqUIred to hreak tIlt' nucleus into its con
stituent nucleons. The ratio of tlH~ binning energy
to the number oi p:!ltwles III the nucleus varies
a!J]ong the stabl,' eif'l1H'nts. It IS greater for ele
rJwnts With mass 11l1lrJlwrs lwtween 30 and 120 than
It IS for very lIght or very he;Jvy stable elements,

ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY
fn 1q 19. Rutherford's (hseovery of artlficial

r:ldlUac11vlty ;Jchieved tlH' feat v,unly sought by
til(' :t11cil'nt ,lIch('mists, that IS. changing one ele
ment mto anothl·r. Rutherford bombarded nitrogen
[;ilS With a stream of ;l1pll<! particles. Some of the
;I1plw part ieles were absorbed by the nitrogen, pro
tons were emitke!. and a different element, oxygen,
was iormed. The physiCIst uses symbolic language
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to represent the transformation 3S follows:
J ~ ! 17

N - He-+ a .._. H.

The superscripts denote the total number of nu
deans (numhf,r of protons plus neutrons). and
the subscnpts denote th!:' atomIC number (number
of protons) in each elemt~nt. Note that the super
scripts on one side of the 8rrow halance those on
the other sidp. The same is true for the suhscripts.
The balance represents the conservation of the
number of protons and neutrons separately.

This initial discoverv has heen followed by the
construction of large - machines designed to ac
celerate charged particles such as protons and
alpha particles to higher energies so that they may
be used to bombard nuclei. Among these machines
are the Van de Graaff generator, the cyclotron,
the betatron, the linear accelerator (linac), and
others. Beams of high-energy neutrons can also be
produced. Since the neutron is electrically neutral,
however, there is no electrostatic repulsion be
tween bombarding neutrons and the positively
charged target nuclei. Even thermal neutrons could
be used for nuclear reaction studies (thermal neu
trons have energies that correspond to the most
probable energy for a group of neutrons at 68°F,
that is, energies in the neighborhood of 0.025 eV).

NEUTRON FISSION
During the investigation of neutron-produced

reactions in various target elements, Enrico Fermi
and his associates discovered different heta activ
ities (distinguished by half-life) when uranium was
used as a target. They assumed that a transural1lum
element had been produced (that is. an element
whose atomic number W8S gre3ter th3n 92). In
1938, Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman, repeating
the experiments, discovered part of the activity to
be due to banum (atomic number 56). Lise Meit
ner and Otto Frisch suggested that the uranium
nucleus had split into two roughly equal parts,
barium and krypton (the latter, atomic number
36). when the uranium captured the incident neu
tron. This reaction Frisch termed "fission," after the
term used to describe the division of cells in a
living organism. Since the mass defect (or binding
energy) per particle is greater for the reSIdual
nuclei, barium and krypton, than for the ural1lum.
neutron fission is accompanied by a large energy
release.

For nuclear reactions other than fission, Fig.
1 illustrates the many combinations of incident (or
bombarding) and emitted particles, and how each
combination changes the original nucleus. This
figure is copied from the lower right corner of the
chart. A special type of shorthand is used on this
diagram to identify the data represen·ted. An ex
ample is (p,n) which denotes a reaction 111 which
the nucleus absorhs a proton and emits a neutron.
The symbols used are:

n neutron t triton (hydrogen-3
d deuteron nucleus)
p proton "alpha particle
:\He helium-3 nucleus I gamma ray

U sing these reactions. nuclear physicists have
produced far more artificially radIOactive isotopes
than the stable or radioactive isotopes that occur
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in nature. The term "nuclide" was proposed by
Truman P. Kohman for a species of atom cllnrac
terized bv the number of neutrons ,md protons th:lt
the atom' contains. The term is used in this booklet
in this general sense to l'Ilt'OIllpaSS both stable and
radioactive specIes. At prescnt. there are 1675
nucheles known, of which 264 are stable forms of
the natural elements. In addition. 65 of the un
stobie nucliues are found in nature, mainly among
the heaVIest elements. Active nuclear research,
which is conducted in many laboratories through
out the world, causes additions and changes in
the list of nuclides. Since the last edition of the
chart was published (1966), 8 nuclides, which had
been misassigned, have been removed, and 180
new nuclides' have been added.

CHART OF THE NUCLIDES
(Data revised to December 1968;

occasional data to June 1969)

The general arrangement of the Chart is similar
to that suggested by Emilio Segre and followed in
previous editions. Because of its size. the Chart
is presented in three overlapping sections. The
numbers along the left-hand side, marking the
horizontal rows, represent the atomic number Z
(the number of protons in each nucleus of that
row). Each horizontal row represents one ele
ment; the filled SP8CPS indicate the known isotopes
of that element. The numbers at the bottom of
the vertical columns represent the number of neu
trons in each nucleus of that column; the number
is designated by N.

Heavy lines on the Chart occur for Z or N equal
to 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126. These are the so
called "magic numbers", i.e., the numbers of neu
trons (protons) present when a neutron (proton)
shell is closed. In analogy with the electron shell
modd of the atom. a nuclear shell model has been
developed for the neutrons and protons within a
nucleus. Filled shells represent the most stable
configurations. Nuclides having either a closed
neutron shell, or a closed proton shell. or both,
are most stable.

Spaces shaded in gray represent isotopes that
occur in nature and that are generally considered
stable. A black rectangular area at the top of a
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Fig. 1. Changes Prodtlced by VariollS
Nuclear Reactions
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STABLE NUCLIDES

Classifying the 264 sta;11e nll-Jides by the even
or oddness of Z and N gives four possible cate
gories. The, first category cont:<"l'" an even n1lmbp r
of protons and an C"f';1 nUTT1 h.'r of f'eutrons (so
called even-even nucle!). The (,ther categories arf'
even-odd, odd-even, and odd-o,id. T,ghle 1 shows
the number of stable nuclide" that fall in e8ch
category.

Table I shows that for the odd A nuclides there
are approximately as many m ,('1Jde~ with 8n even
num ber of protons (even Z) a'; wit h an even num
ber of neutrons (even N). Thi- is eVld"nce that the
nude"r fO! cc betweerl two nucl"cons is independent
of whether the nucleons ;Jre protons 'H ncutrons.
Odd-odd stable nuclides are scarce, and they are
found only among tl1(' lighh'<;l nuchdes. Their
scarcity is due to a "pc,urinl; energy" between
particles in the same shell. 'I'll, condition of being
in the sanw shell increr'lsPs the hmdmg energy of
these particles, making th"fr nwrp stable than
particles in dIfferent shell,;. ,\n odd-odd nuclide
contains at least one unpalfi d proton and one
unpaired neutron which rJre Ilsually in different
shells and henCe' contribute welkly to the binding.
For the ligh1l'st nuclei. howeve - the unpaired neu
tron and proton arc in the saf';'l' shell.

white square indicates a radioactive isotope that is
found in naturp. Examples of such isotopes are (1)
an unstablp nuclide having a lifetime sufficientlv
long to have prevented th~ loss by disintegratio~
of all atoms of that pmtlcubr nuclIde that were
available at the time the elem,"nts were formed,
and (2) a short· lived nuclide th8t is a disintegra
tion product of such a long-lived nuclide. Occasion
ally one nuclide has both the gray shading and
the black top. This mdwates all isotope found in
nature, such as rubidium-S7, ~'18t is radioactive
with a very long lwlf-Itl"e. Sq';ares with smaller
black rectangular areas n",3l" .he top represent
members of one of the naturall.',· radioactive decay
chains (see page R). Thp old symbolIc name is
inserted in this smaller black area. White squares
represent artlfroally produced r; dioactiv" nuclides.

Th,' heavtly border",j space -,t t he left side of
each horizontal row gives properties of the element
as found in nature, 1I1cludmg tbe chemical atomic
weight (on a mass scale wiwv: the neutral atom
of Ciubon-12 12.00(00) and ''10 thermal neutron
absorption cross sectIon (s.(>(' P;L'C f,).

Each of the other ()('cup!ec! spacf'S c8rries the
chemical symbol (a list of tliP'" svmbols is given
on page 7 along WIth the >'t'"nl" weights) anri
the mass number of the nllcl:de indiCilted. The
mass numher, designated hy /\, is till? sum of the
number of f:"utrons and prot()'ls in the nucleus.
The numher of neutronc, N ,s 'qual to th,' differ
ence between the m;lss numh rand thc atomic
numLwr. that is, A mir:us Z.

Distrih111 ion of St "hlp Nuclides
N N1Jrnher (1f St8.bi .. Nuclides

DATA DISPLAY
The manner of displaying data is explained in

the lower right corner of the chart. For stable
nuclides, the first line contains the chemical symbol
and mass number; the second line presents the
atom percent of the natural element that this iso
tope represents (known as the absolute isotopic
abundance); the third line contains the thermal
neutron cross section (see page 6): and the
fourth line presents the isotopic mass of the neutral
atom (the mass of the nucleus and its surrounding
electrons). This mass is given in atomic mass units
where carbon-12 is assigned a mass of 12.00000.

For long-lived, naturally occurring mdioactive
nuclides, the first line contains the chemical symbol
and mass number, the second line presents the
~~ bsolute i~ot()pic abundance, and the third line
ccmtair;s the half-life. The half-life is the period of
time in which half of the nuclei initially present in
;j gIven sample disintegrate. Additional lines
prf'sent the decay modes (or types) and energies
ot decay, <lnd the isotopic mass of the nuclide.
Energies are given in millions of electron volts
(MeV). When more than one mode of decay
occurs, the most prominent mode appears first
(abovE', or to the left of. the other modes). When
gamma radiation is emitted in more than one decay
mode, or if several gamma rays are emitted in one
mode. thc gamma rays are separated and presented
below (or to the right of) their associated decay
mode(s). -

For radioactive nuclides that are not of the long
lived, naturally occurring type, the same informa
tion is presented except that the isotopic abun
dance is omitted and the last line of the pertinent
square contains the beta-decay energy instead of
the isotopic mass. For the heavy elements, where
the major mode of decay is alpha-particle emission,
the isotopic mass is retained in the last line. In
many squares, a small black triangle appears in
the lower right corner to indicate that the nuclide
has been formed as a product in the thermal
neutron frssion of uranium-235.

Diagonals running from upper left to lower right
connect nuclides of different elements, which have
the same mass numbers. For example, one line
could connect calcium-40, which has 20 protons
and 20 neutrons, with argon-40, which has 18
protons and 22 neutrons. Nuclides of the same
mass number are called isobars: nuclides with the
same number of neutrons are called isotones,

METASTABLE STATES
Note th8t certain squares are divided, for exam

ple, the square for aluminum-26. Such divisions
occur when a nuclide has one or more isomeric
states, that is, when a nuclide has the same mass
number and atomic number, but POSSf'sses different
radioactive properties in different long-lived energy
states. On the chart, a long-lived state is arbitrarily
defined as a state whos(' half-life is one microsecond
(one-millionth of a second) or longer. The lower
energy state is generally H,ferred to as the ground
state, the higher state as the isomeric state. Fre
qUf'ntly. the ground state is a stable nuclide. If one
metastable state exists. it is shown on the left. If
two exist, the higher energy state IS shown on the

157
53
50

4

264

Even
Odd
Even
Ocld

Tahle l.

Z
Even
Even
Odd
Odd

Even
Odd
Odd
Even

A
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ldt. the 10\' t'f hl'1'J\\' It or to tht' ll~ht ,)f It. and tht'
ground ~tdlt' to tht' right of hoth.

A modt' of d,·";,, and tIlt' dt'cay ,'twrf2,y shown
In parvlltht'sl's mdlc:ltt· tIled the dec!y rt'sults from
a "ll'jf!'!l\"c! d;IlH"htt-r that :l(','omp;mles Its parent.
(In a radl()dltl\"· dt'c;,y. the' ortf2,mal nucltde IS
call<-d ttl<' 1':I[('IH or ]H"CUI ,or: tht· resultant nuclide
IS ,al1l'd the daught,'r ) F"r eX;llnple. nitrogen, 17,
With a half·lllt' uf 4.14 s,·,'on(\<'. ch'cay" by negative
beLl elllls"ion (symbol ;) lllto an exceedingly
short-ltved statt' of oXYf2,l'n-I7. which in turn emIts
a neutron. Thus mtrogen, 17 em Its "delayed neu
trons" WIth a h;J1f-ltfe of 4.14 seconds,

Anuther example IS 17,day palladium-I03. which
decays by K-elel'tron capture mainly to the 57
mmute rhodium-IO,) and, statistically less often,
to stahlt- rllOcllum-l(J.) (K-electron capture occurs
'when tht' nucJt'us captures an electron from the K
shell: the' symbol is I,) The 57-minute rhodium
emits a gamma r8Y or an internal-conversion elec
tron that corresponds to an Isonwric transition of
0.040 MeV. (An internal-conversion process in·
volves the direct transfer of energy from the nu
cleus to one of the orbltetl electrons. anci the elec
tron IS l'Jected from the atom: the symbol ust'd is
e .) On the chart. the deIrtyed f2,amma ray is as
signed to the parent; mc1usion of the energy in
parenthest's indicates that the gamma ray comes
from the daughter. but contInues to l,lSt as long as
the disintl'grating parent is still present.

A further example is prOVIded by a standard
laboratory radionuclide, 30,2-year cesium-I37, This
long-lived parent decays directly to a short-lived
daughter. 2.55 I-minute barium-I37. by negative
beta emiSSion. The 6,616-MeV gamma ray which
is emitted by the banuTn is included in parentheses
on the cesium square,

THERMAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS
The Grt'ek letter " with vartous subscripts IS

used to ident Ify the thermal neutron cross sections.
The neutron cross section measures the probability
of interactlOn of a neutron with matter. The cross
section can be most easily visualtzed as a cross
sectional target area presented to the neutron by
the nucleus. The cross section depends upon the
type of interaction involv",d and the energy of the
neutron. At thermal energies. a number of reaction
types are possible. The thermal neutron absorp
tion cross section (symbol ,r,,) is the sum of the
cross sections for all reactions except scattering of
the neutron. Cross sections are usually measured
ll1 units of barns per atom. A barn is the area of a
square a millionth of a rl11llionth of a centimeter
on ea,'h side (10 II square centnnetns,). The most
probable reactlOn (that is. the reaction with the
largest cross section) is gen,'rally the neutron cap
tun: reaction (symbol" ) in which the absorption
of the neutron by the nLll'1eus is accompanied by
high-l'nergy gamma-ray emission, Occasionally. a
proton or ;m alpha particle may be emItted. or the
nucleus may fission upon neutron absorption (sym
bols "I" "n, and ",), Examples of these cross sec
tions are found on the squares of beryllium-7.
boron-IO. and thortum-227. respectively.

A given nuclide might undergo two or more
interactions, and its square would then contain

t\\U III Il\"r,· u! t!l,·,,· lTC''' "',11(1n \.dll,·s. \Vh"11
l\l'L1trun "<lptllrt' ,'<Ill It-<ld til <I 1l\t'\.lst.dJ!,· ,t.lt<' .IS

\\1,11 <IS t,) tIll' gl11\lnd st.lt<'. \11111,' Ill.lil 1'11(' \ ,!IIII'
w!ll <lppt'ar tJt'srd,' tl1l' '.lI,tUI " 0','" ,,',·tlon I'll
ttwt nuclHk, TIll' ,'ross·:",,'tlOIl \,!Iu,' I"l Illt't.lstabll'
state !ormdtlOn IS lrsted on tht' Il'it ,md that for
clJrect ground stall' I,'rmatwn llll the right. For two
metastable states, tile' :llgl1l'r of the IWO statt'S IS
on the ldt. For eX:llllple. mdrurn-Il3 has an mdi
c,lled capture noss st'ctW!1 ". of (2.8 5.0 - 3).
which mt'allS that the cross sectlOn for formation
of 44-millisecond mdlulll-114 is 2.8 barns. the
cross sectIOn for the dir,'ct formatron of 50,O-day
Indlulll-I14 IS 5,0 bmns. and the cross sectIon for
fornwtion of 71.9-second inclJum-Il4 is 3 barns,

The d"srgnatlon mb or b following the cross
sectron v;due indicates that the units of the cross
section are milltbarns per atom (10 ":cm' atom)
or rnircolJarns pet atom (10 ;:"cm' ·atom). respec
tiVely, When no mb or ," b appears on the chart
squilre. the units of the cross section are barns per
:Itom.

SPINS AND PARITIES
In thl: upper light corner of the square for the

ground state of a nuclide, and II1 the upper left
cornt'l' of thl' iSUllll'rlC state. are shown the spin and
panty of the CU!TlSpOlldll1g energy level. Each
neutron and proton lEIS an mtnnsic angular mo
mentum of 1 2 (m UIlltS of h 2e:. where h is Planck's
constant), Similar to that of the electron, which
cornbtnes With theil orbital an[!,ular momentum to
produce a resultant angular momentum called the
nuclear Splli. Since the orbrwl angular momentum
IS always zero or an integral multiple of h i 2e:, the
nuclear spin (Ill umts or h 2,,) is always integer
or half-odd-integn, dependmg upon whether the
nucleus has an even or an odd number of nucleons.
The concept of partty was introduced by the
mathematical formal ism of quantum theory and
has no classical analogue, A system in a given state
may have even panty (symbol .) or odd parity
(symbol ). For ,duminum-27 the spin and parity
,1re shown as S , whne the 2 in the denominator
of 5 2 has been n'moved to improve the read
:dJIltty of the chart. The [!,round states of all even
even nuclrdes are known to have spin and parity
o ; so 0, has been omitted.

The argun1l'nts for the assignment of spin
and panty to nuclear states can be divided
into two classes: strung arguments such as mea
suring values directly, and weak arguments such
as inferring values indirectly. On the chart, the
absence of p;!H>ntheses indicates spins and or
parities bdsed on strung ;jf'guments: the presence of
parentheses indicates spins and or parities based
on weak arguments, Whl'n the spins of both the
ground state and an isomeric statt' are given for a
particuLlr nuclide, It is interesting to obse!\'e that
these spms usually difft'r by two or more units of
h 2-. The large angular nlOmentum (spin) change
IS required for the gamma-ray transition betw,'en
the stalt's, CumlJll1ing thts spin change with the
,mall energy diflerencps (a few hundred keY)
lead, to a relatively long lifetime (metastable
state ),
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RADIOACTIVE DECAY CHAINS

Fig. 2. Relative Locations 01 the Products of Various
Nuclear Processes
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Errat<l
(Chart of the Nuclides, Tenth Edition)

The absorption cross sections for oxygen and
sodium should read as follows:

Oxygen (Ta .27 mb

Sodium (T" .534
The atomic weight for praseodymium should read
140.908.

Similarly, the two other natural radioactive
sequences may be traced. One is the actinium series
which starts with uranium-235 and ends with lead
207. The other is the thorium series, which goes
from thorium-232 to lead-20S. A fourth, or nep
tunium, series is also known. However, the half-life
of the parent. neptunium-237, is only about two
million years. Since the age of the earth is five or
ten billion years. most of the neptunium-237 pres
ent when the earth was younger has already de
cayed, and the serit~s is not found in nature.

Since the naturally radioactive decay chains end
at stable isotopes of lead, the isotopic composition
of lead ore will be variable depending upon its
source and its past history. Elements such as
lithium and boron also have variable compositions
that are affected by reactions that their samples
have previously undergone. In a similar manner,
scientists eX<lmining the isotopic compositions of
samples recently brought back from the moon
have already obtained an estimate of the age of the
samples from the relative amounts of potassium
and argon-40 present. A comparison of the isotopic
composition of elements on the moon with those
on earth might provide scientists with some solu
tions to the problem of the origin of the universe.
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As nuclear processes occur, whether in natural
radioactivity or undpr artificially induced condi
tions, the nuclides clwnge in accordance with the
scheme shown 111 Fig. 2. To understand the use
of this scheme more fully. consider the uraniulTl
238 decay chain (one of three sucb chams found
in nature). On the chart we start with the parent
uranium-238 which emits an alpha particle, The
daughter nucleus is JTl the second space diagonally
down to the left (see Fig. 2). This square repre
sents the isotope thorium-234. (This nuclide is also
Identified by the old symbol uranium XI, which is
the historic name given it before it was identified
as thorium.)

Thorium-234 in turn emits a negative electron;
so the loss of mass is not appreciable. However,
there is a loss of one negative charge, which means
that the atomic number Z increases by one. In
effect, one neutron has changed into a proton. The
move one space up and one space to the left (see
Fig. 2) leads to protactinium- '134 which has iso
meric states. Each of these states undergoes neg
ative beta emission; so another move diagonally
upward to the left leads to uranium-234.

Uranium-234 emits an all,ha particle ending at
thorium-230. Anpther alpha necay yields radium
226. Three further alpha decays result first in
radon-222, then in polonium-218, and finally in
lead-214. However, this isotope of lean is unstable
and emits a negative electron producing bismuth
2 14. A beta decay to polonium-214 is followed by
an alpha decay to lead-210. An alternate route
from bismuth-214 to lead-210 IS taken in a small
fraction of the disintegrations since bismuth-214
can also emit an alpha particle ann the resulting
thallium-210 beta-decays to lead-210.

In either case, lead-210 beta-decays to bismuth
210. Another beta decay produces polonium-210
which alph<l-dec<lYs to the stable isotope lead-206.
At this point the ch<lin ends. Incidentally, in many
of the above steps, gamma rays and conversion
electrons are also emitted.

7 -
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LIST OF ELEMENTS

ATOMIC SYMROL NAME
ATOMIC ATOMIC SYMBOL NAME

ATOMIC
NUMBER WEIGHT NUMBER WEIGHT

0 n neutron 52 Tc tellurium 127.60

1 H hydrogen 1.00797 53 I IOdilW 126.9044

2 He helJum 4.0026 54 Xe xenon 131.30

3 Li lithium 6.940 55 Cs CeSltHTI 132.905

4 Be heryllium 9.0122 56 Ba barium 137.34

5 B boron 10.811 57 La lanthanum 138.91

6 C carbon 12.01115 58 Ce cenurn 140.12
7 N nitrogen 14.0067 59 Pr praseodymium 140.908

8 0 oxygen 15.9994 60 Nrl. neodymium 144.24

9 F fluorine 18.9984 61 Pm promethium

10 Ne neon 20.179 62 8m samilrium 150.35

11 Na sodium 22.9898 63 Eu europIum 151.96

12 Mg magnesIum 24.305 64 Gd gadolinium 157.25

13 Al aluminum 26.9815 65 Tb terbium 158.924

14 Si silicon 28.086 66 Dy dysprosium 162.50

15 P phosphorus 30.9738 67 Ho holmium 164.930

16 S sulfur 32.064 68 Er erbium 167.26

17 CI chlorine 35.453 69 Tm thulium 168.934

18 Ar argon 39.948 70 Yb ytterbium 173.04

19 K potassium 39.102 71 Lu lutetium 174.97

20 Ca calcium 40.08 72 Hf hafnium 178.49

21 Sc scandium 44.956 73 Ta timtalum 180.948

22 Ti titanium 47.90 74 W tungsten 183.85

23 V vanadium 50.942 75 Re rhenium 186.2

24 Cr chromium 51.996 76 Os OSmlUlTl 190.2

25 Mn manganese 54.9380 77 Ir iridium 192.2

26 Fe iron 55.847 78 Pt platinum 195.09

27 Co cobalt 58.9332 79 Au gale! 196.967

28 Ni nickel 58.71 80 Hg rnercury 200.59

29 Cu copper 63.546 81 TI thallium 204.37

30 Zn zinc 65.37 82 Pb leild 207.19

31 Ga gallium 69.72 83 Bi bismuth 208.980

32 Ge germanium 72.59 84 Po polonium

33 As arsenic 74.9216 85 At astatine

34 Se selenium 78.96 86 Rn radon

35 Br bromine 79.904 87 Fr francium

36 Kr krypton 83.80 88 Ra radium

37 Rb rubidium 85.47 89 Ac actinium

38 Sr strontium 87.62 90 Th thorium 232.038

39 Y yttrium 88.905 91 Pa protactinium

40 Zr zirconium 91.22 92 U uranIum 238.03

41 Nb niobium 92.906 93 Np neptunium

42 Mo molybdenum 95.94 94 Pu plutonium

43 Tc technetium. 95 Am amenC!um

44 Ru ruthenium 101.07 96 Cm cunum

45 Rh rhodium 102.905 97 Bk berkelium

46 Pd palladium 106.4 98 Cf californium

47 Ag silver 107.868 99 Es pinsteinium

48 Cd cadmium 112.40 100 Fm fermium

49 In indium 11482 101 Md nwndelevium

50 Sn tin 118.69 102 No nobelium
51 Sb antimony 121 75 103 Lr Ll'Nrencium

- 8 -
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Relative Lacatlans of the Producll

of Various Nuclear Proce5fJJn

Displacements CouMel by Nuclear

Ilclmbardment Reactions

_ Thermol Neutron Activation ern. Section In Barns
L_1no to (homeric + Ground State)
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LIST OF ATOMIC ELEMENTS

Actinium At;. 39 Mercury Hg 80
Aluminum AI 13 N\olybdenum Mo 42
Americium Am 9S Neodymium Nd 60
Antimony Sb 51 Neon Ne 10
Argon Ar 'IS Neptunium Np 93
Arsenic As 33 Nid.el Ni 28
Astatine At 85 Niobium Nb 41
Barium Be 56 Nitrogen N 7
Berkelium Bk 97 Nobelium No 102
Beryllium Be 4 Osmium Os 76
Bismuth Bi 83 Oxygen 0 8
Boron B 5 Palladium Pd 46
Bromine Br 35 Ph::lsphorus P 15
Cadmium Cd 48 i'iajinum Pt 78
Calcium Ca 20 Plutonium Pu 94
Californium Cf 98 Pdonium Po 84
Carbon C 6 Potassium K 19
Cerium Ce 58 Praseodymium Pr 59
Cesium Cs 55 Promethium Pm 61
Chlorine Cl 17 Protactinium Pa 91
Chromium Cr 24 ~ladium Ra 88
Cobalt Co 27 ~odon Rn 86
Copper Cu 29 Rhenium Re 75
Curium em 96 Rhodium Rh 45
Dysprosium Dy 66 Rubidium Rb 37
Einsteinium CS 99 i'hJthenium Rv 44
Erbium Er 68 ;j"'''l;'Hium Sm 62
Europium !C 63 :Jccmdium Sc 21...u
Fermium fm 100 Selenium Se 34
Fluorine r- 9 I" l" Si 14~Ii e(cm
Francium Fr 87 Silver Ag 47
Gadolinium Gd 64 Sodium Na 11
Gallium Ga 31 Strontium Sr 38

"Germanium Ge 32 Sulfur S 16
Gold Au 79 Tantalum Ta 73
Hafnium Hf 72 Technetium Tc 43
Helium He 2 Tellurium Te 52
Holmium Ho 67 Terbium Tb 65
Hydrogen H 1 Thallium 11 81
Indium In 49 Thorium Th 90
Iodine I 53 Thulium Tm 69
Iridium Ir 77 "'.. Sn 50.Il'
Iron Fe 26 Titanium Ti 22
Krypton 1(,. 36 Tungsten W 74
Lanthanum La 57 Umnium U 92
Lawrencium lw 103 Vanadium V 23
Lead Pb 82 Xenon Xe 54
Lithium Li 3 Ytterbium Yb 70
lutetium lu 71 Yttrium Y 39
Magnesium Mg 12 Zinc Zn 30
Manganese Mn 25 Zirconium Zr 40
Mendelevium Md 101
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